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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The manuscript content is interesting and the methodology seems to be adequate. Some

details should be corrected to improve presentation. a) Introduction could be centered

just in those points related to approach. Other sentences could be moved to discussion

section. b) Discussion section should be enriched. Particularly, the 11 drugs identified as

potential to act in the reported gens-proteins shouild be discussed as they could be

acting. As an example: valproic acid is clearly an antiseizure agent, but multiple reports

suggest action in neurodegeneration, while some structurally-related compounds are

active in metabolism and neurons. c) Figures caption should be edited to improve

readers' understanding whitout read the entire manuscript. Some of them just describe

in a general way that presented in each panel. d) In table of compounds, the information

in the last -on right- column should be checked and supported by specific references.

Some compounds have more than one (or contrary) actions supported by recent

literature.
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